Royal College of Physicians and the Society of Physicians in Wales
Joint update in GIM and acute medicine
Thursday 8 and Friday 9 November 2018
Marriott Hotel, Mill Lane, Cardiff CF10 1EZ

CPD Code: 121732 (11 External CPD credits)

Programme organisers:  Dr Andrew Freedman, Dr David Price, Dr Mick Kumwenda,
Dr Jonathon Goodfellow and Dr Ruth Alcolado

Conference managers:  Jacqui Sullivan

Day 1 – Thursday 8 November

08.30  Registration and coffee

09.20  Welcome and introduction
Dr Gareth Llewelyn. RCP vice president for Wales

Session 1
Chair:  Dr Hilary Williams, Associate regional adviser for Wales

09.30  Safe medical staffing
Dr Rhid Dowdle

10.00  AKI on the admissions unit – it’s not all ATN
Dr Gareth Roberts, Consultant nephrologist, Aneurin Bevan UHB

10.30  Antimicrobial Resistance
Dr Robin Howe

11.00  Morning break and poster competition judging

Session 2
Chair:  Dr Gareth Llewelyn, RCP vice president for Wales

11.30  Quincentennial regional lecture introduced by the Professor Andrew Goddard PRCP
Using big data to help people with epilepsy
Dr Owen Pickrell, Neurology Registrar, Morrison Hospital
12.00  Open forum with the RCP president Professor Andrew Goddard and college officers

12.50  Lunch

President’s lunch hosted by Professor Andrew Goddard
(Richard De Clare Suite) Invitation only

14.00  Poster viewing

Session 3
Chair: Dr Jonathan Goodfellow, Chair, Society of Physicians in Wales

14.15  Bradshaw lecture introduced by the RCP president, Professor Andrew Goddard
How do we improve outcomes in cancer?
Professor Sir Leszek Borysiewicz, Chairman, Cancer Research UK

15.00  Surviving medical pitfalls – avoiding prison, the MPTS and your claims manager
Richard Booth QC, Barrister, Head of Chambers, 1 Crown Office Row

15.30  Afternoon break and poster competition judging

Session 4 – The first 24 hours
Chair: Dr Ruth Alcolado, Consultant Physician

16.00  The first 24 hours of decompensated liver disease – an integrated care bundle
Dr Marek Czajkowski, Consultant Hepatologist, Royal Gwent Hospital

16.30  Acute management of the breathless patient
Dr Helen Fowles. Consultant in acute medicine with special interest in Respiratory, Nevill Hall Hospital

17.00  Does emergency rheumatology exist?
Dr Rhian Goodfellow, Consultant Rheumatologist,
Royal Glamorgan Hospital/C4ME Cardiff University

17.30  Close of first day of conference
Dr Jon Goodfellow, Chair, Society of Physicians in Wales

Trainee Fringe event – Richard De Clare Suite (mezzanine floor)
All trainees and medical students welcome

17.40  Dinosaurs and dogma: a trainee guide to change
Dr Richard Gilpin and Dr Charlie Williams

Annual conference dinner

19.00  Pre-dinner drinks – Bardd Suite, Cardiff Marriott Hotel
19.30  Conference dinner – Bardd Suite, Cardiff Marriott Hotel
Royal College of Physicians and the Society of Physicians in Wales
Joint update in GIM and acute medicine

Day 2 – Friday 9 November

09.00   Registration and coffee

09.20   Welcome and introduction
        Dr Jon Goodfellow, Chair, Society of Physicians in Wales

Session 5 – Metabolic emergencies
Chair:  Dr David Price, RCP regional adviser for South West Wales

09.30   Diabetes medications in the acute setting
        Dr Sam Rice, Consultant physician and endocrinologist, Prince Phillip Hospital

10.00   Hyponatraemia
        Dr Andrew Williams, Consultant physician, Morriston Hospital

10.30   Endocrine disease in pregnancy
        Dr Helen Lane, Consultant physician Royal Glamorgan Hospital

11.00   Morning break

Session 6 – RCP-SoPW 2018 Abstract Competition
Chair:  Dr Tom Lawson, Interim Deputy Postgraduate Dean Wales Deanery and RCP training adviser

11.30   The winning entries revealed

11.35   Presentation by winning abstract author

Session 7:
Chair:  Dr Mick Kumwenda, RCP regional adviser for North Wales

12.00   The future of Internal Medicine Training – a new curriculum for 2019
        Dr Alastair Miller, Deputy medical director, Joint Royal College of Physicians Training Board

12.30   Stroke in the young
        Dr Tom Hughes, Consultant physician, University Hospital of Wales

13.00   What your patient might think about sepsis
        Dr Christian P Subbe, Consultant physician and acute medicine Improvement Science Fellow, The Health Foundation, Ysbyty Gwynedd
13.30  Lunch

Session 8 – Interactive Case studies
Chair:  Dr Vivek Goel, RCP regional adviser for South East Wales

14.30  Managing acute medicine (that also happens to be cardiology)
Dr Philip Avery, Consultant Cardiologist, Prince Phillip Hospital

15.15  Acute Neurology
Dr Emma Tallantyre, Clinical senior lecturer, University Hospital of Wales

16.00  Close of conference
Dr Gareth Llewelyn, RCP vice president for Wales

To comply with ABPI regulations we have been asked to mention that

Amgen
Daiichi Sankyo
Eli Lilly & Company
GlaxoSmithKline
Kyowa Kirin
MDDUS
and
Novartis Pharmaceuticals

have sponsored this meeting with the purchase of exhibition stands.
They have not had any input into the programme.